Configuring MASON-Secure on Windows Phone 7

Thanks to Matt Szaro and Brian Mancuso for this documentation.

STEP 1:
From the metro style home screen, swipe left to slide to the list of apps.
STEP 2:
Tap the item for Settings
STEP 3:
In the list of settings for the device, select the item for "Wi-Fi"
STEP 4:
The device should now be displaying a list of wireless networks. If it does not, make sure Wi-Fi is turned on where it says “Wi-Fi”
STEP 5:
Have the user enter his or her MESA credentials into the prompt that will display after tapping "MASON-SECURE."
STEP 6:
The screen will return to the Wi-Fi page from earlier. Make sure that it displays “connected” below "MASON-SECURE" before finishing up and returning to the home screen.